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A non-cooperative interpretation of the reverse Talmud rule for bankruptcy problems Cheng-Cheng Hu Department of Economics National Cheng Kung University Tainan, Taiwan E-mail: [email protected] February 16, 2012 Abstract The Talmud rule, the constrained equal award (CEA) rule and constrained equal loss (CEL) rule are three well-known bankruptcy rules. The Talmud rule is dened by a combination of the CEA rule and the CEL rule. Chun et al. (2001) introduce the reverse Talmud (RT) rule which is obtained by doing the opposite in the allocation process of the Talmud rule. It is derived by applying the CEL rule rst to allocate agents’ awards subject to half of agents’ claims. If there is an excess which is needed to be rationed, we use the CEA rule to divide the remaining according to half of the claims. The purpose of the paper is to give a non-cooperative justication for the RT rule. We design two mechanisms in which agents bid for their awards and losses respectively. We combine both bidding mechanisms by introducing the role of Nature to obtain a non-cooperative game. We show that the RT rule allocation is the unique Nash equilibrium outcome of our model. Journal of Economic Literature Classication Numbers: C71, C72 Keywords: Bankruptcy problems; Bidding mechanism; Talmud; Nash program
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Introduction



When a rm goes bankrupt, how to ration the rm’s estate is one of the main problems of creditors. Such a real life situation is modelled as “the bankruptcy problem” in economic theory. In each bankruptcy problem, there is a set of agents who hold non-negative claims on a rm. Furthermore, the estate of the rm does not exceed the sum of claims of agents. How should the liquidation value of a bankrupt rm be divided by taking account of all agents’ claims? A rule is a division that distributes awards among agents for all bankruptcy problems. 1
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There are various bankruptcy rules that attract game theorists a lot. Inspired by the bankruptcy problems in the 2000-year-old Babylonian Talmud, O’Neill (1982) discusses several bankruptcy rules based on the game theoretic approach. Aumann and Maschler (1985) study the Talmud (TAL) rule and nd that the TAL rule is a “combination” of the constrained equal award (CEA) rule and the constrained equal loss (CEL) rule. According to the CEA rule, each agent receives his award equally, subject to no one’s award exceeding his claim. One can derive the CEL rule in an opposite way. That is, each agent losses equally, subject to no one obtaining a negative award. As for the TAL rule, it can be derived by applying the CEA rule rst to allocate agents’ awards with the constraint on half of agents’ claims. If there is an excess which is needed to be distributed, one uses the CEL rule to divide the remaining according to half of the claims. Chun et al. (2001) introduce the reverse Talmud (RT) rule which is obtained by reversing the roles played by the CEA rule and the CEL rule in the allocation process of the Talmud rule. Once a new solution is proposed, one may try to understand it that whether or not the solution satises some quite basic properties. Furthermore, one may want to investigate it from the axiomatic approach which is one of the main methods to justify a cooperative solution. We say a bankruptcy rule is axiomatically justied if one can propose some appealing properties which uniquely determine the bankruptcy rule. Several axiomatic characterizations are provided for various bankruptcy rules. For a survey, we refer to Thomson (2003). The RT rule satises Equal treatment of equals, Resource monotonicity, and Continuity. Chun et al. (2001) also nd that the RT rule possesses Self-duality and Consistency. van den Brink et al. (2008) propose some characterizations of the RT rule by using Consistency and Self-duality. The non-cooperative approach is another way to justify a cooperative solution concept for coalitional games. This line of research is initiated by Nash (1951, 1953) and is known as the “Nash program”. For a survey on the Nash program, we refer to Serrano (2005). In the context of bankruptcy problems, Serrano (1995) gives a non-cooperative justication for the contested garment rule for bankruptcy problems by designing a 2-person bargaining game. Dagan et al. (1997) and Chang and Hu (2008) also give some classes of bankruptcy rules non-cooperative interpretations. To the best of my knowledge, there are no non-cooperative justications proposed for the RT rule. The purpose of the present paper is to give a bargaining foundation for it. We design two bidding procedures in which agents bid for their awards and losses respectively. We obtain an extensive form game by introducing the role of Nature such that both bidding mechanisms are chosen with equally probability. We show that the reverse Talmud rule allocation is the unique Nash equilibrium outcome of our model.
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Denitions and notations



There is an innite set of potential agents, indexed by the natural numbers N. Let N be the collection of all non-empty nite subsets of N. Let Q 5 N . Each non-empty subset V  Q is called coalition. If { 5 UQ , we denote {(V) = P V Q l5V {l , { (>) = 0 and let {V be the restriction of { on U . Let {> | 5 U . We say {V  |V if {l  |l for each l 5 V. A bankruptcy problem (or problem, in short) is a pair (H> f) with agents Q , where H is a non-negative number, f 5 UQ , f  0 and 0  H  f(Q ). H is the estate and fl is the claim of agent l> for every l 5 Q= Denote G Q to be the collection of all problems with agents Q . Let (H> f) 5 G Q . The set of all allocations in (H> f) is dened to be © ª { 5 UQ : {(Q ) = H and 0  {  f = A rule ! is a function dened on the collection of all problems. If (H> f) is a problem in G Q , !(H> f) is an allocation in (H> f). Note that !l (H> f) is the amount assigned to agent l, for all l in Q . For all > 6= V  Q , denote !V (H> f) be the restriction of !(H> f) on UV . The constrained equal award (CEA) rule: The CEA rule assigns to each (H> f) 5 G Q an allocation FHD (H> f) in (H> f), where FHD (H> f) = (min {> fl })l5Q P and  solves the equation min {> fl } = H. l5Q



For convenience, we denote  + = max {0> } for all real numbers .



The constrained equal loss (CEL) rule: The CEL rule assigns to each (H> f) 5 G Q an allocation FHO (H> f) in (H> f), where ³ ´ + FHO (H> f) = (fl  ) l5Q



and  solves the equation



P



l5Q



+



(fl  ) = H.



The Talmud (TAL) rule: The TAL rule assigns to each (H> f) 5 G Q an allocation W DO (H> f) in (H> f), where Ã ¸ ¶ μ  ¸+ ! f f (Q ) f f (Q ) >H > W DO (H> f) = FHD min > + FHO H  = 2 2 2 2 The reverse Talmud (RT) rule: The RT rule assigns to each (H> f) 5 G Q an allocation UW (H> f) in (H> f), where Ã ¸ ¶ μ  ¸+ ! f f (Q ) f f (Q ) >H > UW (H> f) = FHO min > + FHD H  = 2 2 2 2 3
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Note that, if Q = {l> n} and fl  fn , then ; if H  12 (fl  fn ) , ? 0> 1 1 UWn (H> f) = H  4 (fl  fn ) > if 12 (fl  fn ) ? H  12 fl + 32 fn , = 2 fn > o.w.,



(1)



and



; if H  12 (fl  fn ) , ? H> 1 1 UWl (H> f) = H + 4 (fl  fn ) > if 12 (fl  fn ) ? H  12 fl + 32 fn , = 2 H  fn > o.w.



The above formula of the RT rule for 2-agent problems is used in the proof of our main theorem. In the following, we introduce two properties of rules which are used to show the existence and uniqueness of the Nash equilibrium outcome of our model. Consistency. If for any¶(H> f) 5 G Q and for any > 6= V  Q , we have μ P !V (H> f) = ! !l (H> f)> fV . l5V



Suppose that all agents agree that agents in Q \V can receive their μ awards ¶ P !l (H> f)> fV . !Q \V (H> f). The remaining agents do reallocation on the reduced problem l5V



Consistency says that the rule ! should assign to each agent in V the same award as it did initially.



Converse consistency. If { is an allocation in (H> f) 5 G Q and {V = ! ({(V)> fV ) for any 2-agent coalition V  Q , then { = !(H> f). Converse consistency says that if every pair of agents nd that they receive their components of { on their reduced problem, then { should be chosen for the initial problem. It is known that the CEA rule, CEL rule and the TAL rule satisfy Consistency and Converse consistency. Chun et al. (2001) point out that the RT rule is consistent. We show that the RT rule satises Converse consistency.
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Game model



To provide a non-cooperative interpretation for the RT rule, we should establish a corresponding extensive form game rst. Let (H> f) be a problem in G Q . We assume that the estate H is positive and the agent set Q is {1> 2> · · ·> q} with q  2 and each agent’s claim is positive. In the section, we construct an extensive form game  (H> f) associated with the problem (H> f). The 4-stage game  (H> f) is dened as follows.
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Stage 1 Each agent n in Q proposes a permutation  n of Q and an allocation { in (H> f) simultaneously, where a permutation of Q is a one-to-one function from Q onto itself. Let l =  (1), where  is the composition  1   2  · · ·  q . We call agent l the proposer. We consider two cases. (i) If all agents in Q \ {l} propose the same allocation |, then | is the current proposal. (ii) If some agents in Q \ {l} propose dierent allocations, then agent l’s proposal becomes the current proposal. That is, if {n 6= {k for some n> k 5 Q \ {l} and n 6= k, then {l is the current proposal. The game moves to the next stage. n



Stage 2 Assume { is the current proposal. In Stage 2, the proposer l can choose to end the game (action End) with the outcome {. The proposer l also can pick an agent in Q \ {l}, say m, and make an oer (}l > }m ) to him, where }l + }m = {l + {m and 0  }n  fn for n 5 {l> m}. Agents in Q \ {l> m} obtain {Q \{l>m} and leave the game. The game proceeds to the next stage. Stage 3 Agent m decides to accept or reject agent l’s oer. If agent m accepts the oer, then the game ends and agents l and m obtain (}l > }m ). If agent m rejects the oer, then the game proceeds to the next stage. Stage 4 Nature chooses either the subgame D ({> l> m) or the subgame  ({> l> m) with equal probability for agents l and m to continue their negotiation. O



(i) In the subgame D ({> l> m), each agent n, n 5 {l> m}, submits a bid n simultaneously. The winner is the agent who submits the smallest number, where ties are broken in favor of the proposer l. The winner obtains min {l > m } and another bidder obtains {l + {m  min {l > m }. (ii) In the subgame O ({> l> m), each agent n, n 5 {l> m}, submits a bid n simultaneously. The winner of the bidding is the agent who submits the largest number, where ties are broken in favor of the proposer l. Assume the winner is agent n. Then agent n obtains fn  n . Let k 5 {l> m} \ {n}. Agent k obtains {l + {m  (fn  n ). For the game tree, please see Figure 1. Each agent n proposes a permutation n of Q at the beginning of the game. This particular design was used by Thomson (2005). We use the composition  = 1   2  · · ·   q to determine who is the proposer in our extensive form game. Serrano and Vohra (2002) interpret  to be an endogenously determined protocol. Note that there is an exogenous punishment in Serrano and Vohra (2002) and Chang and Hu (2008) models to derive a unanimous agreement in equilibrium. We do not need such device. In the subgame D ({> l> m), the bids submitted by the proposer l and the rejecter m can be viewed as the awards they want to obtain. On the other hand, the proposer competes with the rejecter for the amount that they are asked to renounce in the subgame O ({> l> m). 5
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Figure 1: The game tree of  (H> f)
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Main result



In this section we show that the allocation UW (H> f) is the unique Nash equilibrium outcome of the corresponding extensive form game  (H> f). First, we show that the RT rule satises Converse consistency. Lemma 1 The reverse Talmud rule is converse consistent. Proof. Let { be an allocation in (H> f) 5 G Q and {V = UW ({(V)> fV ) for any 2-agent coalition V  Q . Assume that q 5 Q and fq  fl for all l 5 Q \ {q}. We consider two cases. 1 Case 1 {q  12 fq . It ¡follows that ¢ {l  2 fl for all l 5 Q \ {q} and H  1 1 2 f (Q ). Then {V = FHO {(V)> 2 fV for any ¡2-agent ¢ coalition V  Q . Since the CEL rule is converse consistent, { = FHO H> 12 f = UW (H> f). Case 2 {q A 12 fq . It follows that {l A 12 fl for all l 5 Q \¡ {q} and ¢H A 1 1 1 2 f (Q ). Let |l = {l  2 fl for all l 5 Q . Then |V = FHD |(V)> 2 fV for any 2-agent coalition V  Q . Since the CEA rule is converse consistent, | = ¡ ¢ FHD | (Q ) > 12 f and { = 12 f + | = UW (H> f). We provide the main result of the paper as follows. Theorem 2 The allocation UW (H> f) is the unique Nash equilibrium outcome of the game  (H> f). Proof. We provide a Nash equilibrium i with outcome UW (H> f) to show the existence part in the following. (1) At the beginning of the game, each agent n in Q proposes permutation  L and allocation UW (H> f), where L is the identity mapping. (2) In Stage 2, we assume agent l is the proposer and { is the current proposal. Agent l makes the following decision. ¡ ¢ ( action End, if {l  max UWl {l + {n > f{l>n} n5Q \{l} ¡ ¢ propose UW {l + {m > f{l>m} to m, o.w., where agent m is chosen by the proposer such that ¡ ¢ m 5 arg max UWl {l + {n > f{l>n} = n5Q \{l}



(3) In Stage 3, assume the proposer l makes the oer (}l > }m ) to agent m. Agent m responds as follows. ¡ ¢ ½ Accept, if }m  UWm {l + {m > f{l>m} Reject, o.w.



(4) In Stage 4, if Nature chooses to play the subgame D ({> l> m), then each agent n submits the bid 12 ({l + {m ) for n 5 {l> m}. If the subgame O ({> l> m) is chosen, then each agent n submits 12 (fl + fm  {l  {m ) for n 5 {l> m}. 7
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By following i , each agent n in Q proposes allocation UW (H> f) and permutation L . It follows that agent 1 is¡ the proposer ¢and { ˜  UW (H> f) is the ˜1 + { ˜1 for all m 5 Q \ {1}. current proposal. By Consistency, UW1 { ˜m > f{1>m} = { Agent 1 takes action End by following i1 and the game ends with the outcome UW (H> f). Next, we show that i is a Nash equilibrium of the game  (H> f). Let l 5 Q and let agent l deviate. We consider two cases. Case I Agent l is the proposer. Since each agent n 5 Q \{l} proposes UW (H> f) in Stage 1, UW (H> f) is the current proposal. If agent l takes action End, then agent l obtains UWl (H> f). Assume agent l chooses agent n 5 Q \ {l} and makes the proposal (}l > }n ) to¢ ¡ him. If agent n accepts (}l > }n ) by following in , then }n  UWn { ˜n > f{l>n} ˜l + { and agent l’s payo is { ˜l at most. Agent l is not better o deviating. ¡ ¢ Assume agent n rejects (} > } ) by following i . It means that } ? UW + { ˜ > f { ˜ . l n n n n l n {l>n} ¡ ¢ Since }n  0, we have UWn { ˜n > f{l>n} A 0. ˜l + { {> l> n). By following Suppose that Nature chooses to play the subgame D (˜ in , agent n proposes 12 (˜ {l + { ˜n ). It follows that agent n obtains 12 (˜ {l + { ˜n ) at least. If Nature chooses to play the subgame O (˜ {> l> n), then agent n submits 1 ˜l  { ˜n ) by following in . If agent n is the winner, then his payo 2 (fl + fn  { is 12 (˜ {l + { ˜n ) + 12 fn  12 fl . Assume agent l submits . If agent l is the winner, then   12 (fl + fn  { ˜l  { ˜n ) and agent n’s payo is { ˜l + { ˜n  (fl  ) 



1 1 1 (˜ {l + { ˜n ) + fn  fl = 2 2 2



{l + { ˜n ) + Then agent n’s expected payo is not less than the amount   12 (˜ 1 1 (f  f ). It follows that agent l’s expected payo is   (˜ { + { ˜ n l l n) + 4 2 1 (f  f ) at most. We consider two subcases. l n 4 Subcase I.1 fl  fn . ¡ ¢ By (1) and the fact that UWn { ˜n > f{l>n} A 0, we ˜¢n A ˜l + { ˜l + { ¡ have { 1 1 3 (f  f ). If { ˜ + { ˜  f + f , we have  = UW + { ˜ > f { ˜ l n l n n ¢l n {l>n} . If 2 2 l 2 n ¡ { ˜l + { ˜n A 12 fl + 32 fn , we have  ¡A fn  UWn { ˜n > f{l>n} . We derive that ˜¢l + { agent n’s expected payo is UWn { ˜n > f{l>n} at least. Then agent l is not ˜l + { better o deviating. Subcase I.2 fl ? fn . ¡ ¢ If { ˜l + { ˜n  12 (fn  fl ), then UWl { ˜¢n > f{l>n} = 0  . If 12 (fn  fl ) ? ˜l + { ¡ { ˜l + { ˜n  12 fn + 32 fl , then UWl { ˜n > f{l>n} = . It ¡is not better o ˜l + { ¢ for agent l to deviate. If ¡12 fn + 32 fl ? { ˜l¢+ { ˜n  fn +fl , then UWl { ˜n > f{l>n} = fl  }l ˜l + { and }n  UWn { ˜n > f{l>n} . It violates the assumption that agent n rejects ˜l + { (}l > }n ) by following in . Case II Agent n, n 6= l, is the proposer. Assume that agent l proposes {0 . Consider the case that |Q | A 2. If {0 = UW (H> f), then UW (H> f) is the current proposal. If {0 6= UW ¡ (H> f), then¢ UW (H> f) proposed by agent n is the current proposal. Since UWn { ˜m > f{n>m} = ˜n + { { ˜n for all m 5 Q \ {n}, agent n takes action End by following in and UW (H> f) is the outcome of the game. Agent l is not better o deviating.
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Suppose that |Q | = 2. Then Q = {l> n}. It holds that {0 is the current proposal. If {0n  UWn (H> f), agent n takes action End by following in . Agent l’s payo is {0l  UWl (H> f). If {0n ? UWn (H> f), then agent n proposes UW (H> f) to agent l by following in . If agent l accepts agent n’s oer, then agent l obtains UWl (H> f). If agent l rejects UW (H> f), then the game moves to Stage 4. Note that {0l +{0n = H. Suppose that Nature chooses to play the subgame D ({0 > n> l). By following in , agent n proposes 12 H. If Nature chooses to play the subgame O ({0 > n> l), then agent n submits 12 (fl + fn  H) by following in . Note that UWn (H> f) A 0 by the assumption {0n ? UWn (H> f). If fl  fn , we derive that agent l is not better o deviating by the same argument as for Subcase I.1. We discuss the case fl ? fn . If H  12 (fn  fl ) or 12 (fn  fl ) ? H  12 fn + 32 fl , agent l is not better o deviating by the same argument as for Subcase I.2. If 1 3 0 2 fn + 2 fl ? H  fn + fl , then UWl (H> f) = fl . Since fl  {l A UWl (H> f), we have a contradiction. In the following, we show the uniqueness part. That is, each Nash equilibrium outcome of the game  (H> f) is UW (H> f). Let j be a Nash equilibrium of the game  (H> f). Assume that agent l is the proposer and { is the current proposal if all agents follow j. Assume |Q | A 2. We consider two cases. Case A The proposer takes action End. Then { is the ¡ outcome of ¢the game.¡ Let m> n 5 Q¢ and m 6= n. We claim that ¡{m  UWm {m + = fn¡, then {n  fn¢ = ¢ {n > f{m>n} . If UW ¡ n {m + {n > f{m>n} ¢ UWn {m + {n > f{m>n} and ¡ {m  UWm ¢{m + {n > f{m>n} . If UWm {m + {n > f{m>n} = 0, then {  0 = UW the remaining case that m m ¡ ¢ {m + {n > f{m>n}¡ . Next, we discuss ¢ UWn {m + {n > f{m>n} ? fn and UWm {m + {n > f{m>n} A 0. Let agent m deviate by proposing { and a proper permutation such that he becomes the proposer. Claim: { is still the proposal after agent m’s deviation. Assume that {l = {. If {l = {k for all k 5 Q \ {l> m}, then { is the proposal. If {l 6= {k for some k 5 Q \ {l> m}, then { proposed by agent m is the proposal. Assume {l 6= {. It follows that {k = { for all k 5 Q \ {l}. Since |Q | A 2, we have {l 6= {k for all k 5 Q \ {l> m} and { proposed by agent m is the proposal. We obtain the Claim. ¡ ¢ Let agent m choose agent n. Agent m¡ can propose UW {m + {n > f{m>n} to ¢ agent n in Stage 2. If¡ agent n accepts jn , then ¢ UW {m + {n > f{m>n} by following ¡ ¢ agent m obtains UWm {m + {n > f{m>n} . ¡It follows that ¢{m  UWm {m + {n > f{m>n} . Assume that agent n rejects UW {m + {n > f{m>n} . The game proceeds to Stage 4. If Nature chooses to play the subgame D ({> m> n), then agent m submits 1 O 2 ({m + {n ). If Nature chooses to play the subgame  ({> m> n), then agent m 1 submits 2 (fm + fn  {m  {n ). Then agent m’s expected payo is not less than the amount   12 ({m + {n ) + 14 (fm  fn ) in Stage 4. We discuss the following two subcases. ¡ ¢ Subcase A.1 fm  fn . By (1) and the assumption that UWn {m + ¡{n > f{m>n} ? ¢ fn , we have {m +{n ? 12 fm + 32 fn . If {m +{n  12 (fm  fn ), then ¡  UWm {m + {¢n > f{m>n} = {m + {n . If 12 (fm  fn ) ? {m¡+ {n ? 12 fm + 32¢fn , then  = UWm {m + {n > f{m>n} . It follows that {m    UWm {m + {n > f{m>n} by the assumption that j is a Nash 9
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equilibrium. ¡ ¢ Subcase A.2 fm ? fn . By (1) and the assumption that UWm {m + {n > f{m>n} A 0, we have {m + {n A 12 (fn  fm ). By the fact that {m  fm and j is a Nash 1 3 equilibrium, ¡ we have fm¢  {m  . It follows that {m + ¡ {n  2 fn + ¢2 fm and  = UWm {m + {n > f{m>n} . We derive¡ that {m   =¢ UWm {m + {n > f{m>n} . Similarly, we have {n  UWn {m + {n > f{m>n} . It follows that {{m>n} = ¡ ¢ UW {m + {n > f{m>n} for all m> n 5 Q and m 6= n. By Converse consistency, we have { = UW (H> f). Case B The proposer l chooses agent m. Let | be the outcome of the game. Note that | ({l> m}) = { ({l> m}) and |Q \{l>m} = {Q \{l>m} by the game rule. Let agent l deviate by taking action End. Then his payo is {l and we have |l  {l by the assumption that j is a Nash equilibrium. Let agent m deviate by proposing { and a proper permutation such that he becomes the proposer. By the same argument as for Claim, { is the current proposal after agent m’s deviation. Agent m can deviate by taking action End and his payo is {m . We derive that |m  {m . It follows that |{l>m} = {{l>m} and | = {. By as for Case A, we can derive that have {{k>n} = ¡ the same argument ¢ UW {k + {n > f{k>n} for all k> n 5 Q and k 6= n. By Converse consistency, we have { = UW (H> f). Consider the case that |Q | = 2. Let | be the outcome of the game. Assume Q = {m> n}. Let agent m deviate to be the proposer. Suppose that {0 is the current proposal after agent m’s deviation. Note that {0m + {0n = H. Agent m can propose UW (H> f) to agent n in Stage 2. In case of acceptance, we derive that |m  UWm (H> f). In case of rejection, we also can obtain the same result by the similar arguments as for Case A. Similarly, |n  UWn (H> f) and | = UW (H> f). The proof is complete. If we remove the role of Nature from the game  (H> f), then we can derive two modications D (H> f) and O (H> f) in the following. D (H> f) and O (H> f) are 4-stage games. The rst three stages of both modications are the same as the ones of  (H> f). Assume { is the current proposal and l> m are the proposer and the rejecter respectively. In stage 4 of D (H> f) (or O (H> f)), agents l and m play the subgame D ({> l> m) (or O ({> l> m)) directly. We nd that the allocation FHD (H> f) (or FHO (H> f)) is the unique Nash equilibrium outcome of the game D (H> f) (or O (H> f)). Acknowledgement 3 Financial support from National Science Council of Taiwan under grant NSC 100-2410-H-006-036 is gratefully acknowledged.
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